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Abstract: Seven mountai.n wave case studies from the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP) have been

used to investigate the variation in the resolved surface pres$ure drag due to the Alps with model horizontal

resolution. The three indepe:rdeni modelling systems tell the same story. For cases with small southerly
(or aortherly) wiad-speeds nea.r mountain crest level (< 10 m s-1), most of tle drag was produced by

low-level flow splitting around the Alpine barrier and the drags were converging. For situatio:rs where

ihe southerly (or northerly) wind comporent ir:creased strongly with height due to the locatioa of tle
jet-stream directly above the Alps, the larger wind-speeds near mountain crest level forced much stronger

mountain waves in the flow aloft. For such cases, the drag increased strongly as the grid-spacing was

reduced ftom 12ko to 4km. This has importani coRsequences for the use of drag parameterisations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Very little is known about the resolution dependence of resolved mountaia drag forecast by NWP
models, pa.rticularly for mountain ranges as complex and 3-dimensional at a wide ra,nge of scales

such as the Alps. Clark and Miller (1991) found that for a single case of strorg south foehn q'hich

occurred on 8 November 1982, convergerce was achieved at a horizoatal resolution of 10km. This

may, however, have been due to the l-0km resolution oftheir source orograpby dataset. The present

paper aims to extead this study by producing more realistic simulations of seven significa,nt drag

cases identified during the Mes<xcale Alpine Programme or MAP. The glotral simulations were ini-
tialised by anaiyses and the mesoscale simulations $/ere driven by boundary conditions produced

by these global forecasts, so that the horizontal variability of the atmosphere and temporal varia-

tions in the ups*eam conditions are represented. In addition, model orography was obtained from
much higher resolution (lkm) datasets. The robustness of the results axe increased by producing

simulations using three independent modelling systems. These models are the Met Oftce llnified
Model (UM), the Naral Sesearch Laboratory (NRL) Coupled OceanfAtmosphere Mesoscale Pre-

diction System (COAMPS"-) *d the European Centre for Medium range Weather Foreca"sting

(ECMWF) Integraied Forecast System (IFS). Table 1 summarises the situation on each day (see

ifru U.q,p website for more details). The mountain waves observed during the various ai:craft
sorties were generalty of small to moderate amplitude with horizontal wavelengths between 6km

and 30km.

2. RESOLVED SURFACE PRESSUR,E DRAGS

It can be deduced from ?able 1 thai the surface drag is strongest when the large scale wind ai
low levels has a la,rge southerly (or northerly) component. The preferred NW-SE (or vice-versa)

orientation of the drag ycctor seems qualitatively reasonable given the shape of the Alpine barrier.
As the horizontal grid resolution is increased from 120km to 4km, more of the orographic detail
is captured as shown ia Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows that the resolved surface drag magailude increases

monotonically with horizontal resolution. The lowest resolution grid of 125km (Fig. 1a) is far

too course lo capture even the general shape of the Alpine barrier. Hence the relative large drag

increases from 120km to 60km is due to the models beginning to capturiag the flow arouad the Alps

as a wbole. At higher resolutions, the rate of increase of the drag magnitlde will be determined by

the relative importa,nce of the various scales in the momentum bldget. For the 2 and 13 November
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Table 1: Situation for each of the seven case studies. The first two eolumns after the date give the
large-scale wind direction and the magnitude of the southerly (or northerly) wind component V at
a height of 4km above mean sea level (ms1). Also given is the relative ampliilde of the mountain
waves (MW) and the surface drag magnitude and direction predicted by the 4km resolution models.
Differentiating features of each case are also indicated.

Wind Direc V at 4km MW Amp Drag Mag Drag Dir
Lar Large
Large Large

25 Oct SW 17 La.rge Large SSE

81\ov NNW 16 Large Large NNW

Figure 1: The Alps as rep:eseated on the UM model grid at horizontal resolutions o{ (a) 120km
and (b) 4km. Ody the drag averaging a.rea (5o to 17oE, 43o to 49"N) is shown. The position of
the lransect for which data is plotted in Fig. 3 is shown in (b).

cases, the drag is starting to converge by a resolution of 4km in LIM and COAMPS. Most of the
drag is produced by low-level flow splitting a,round the Alps, which should be captured at relatively
low resolutions. (Convergence was confirmed by 2km and 1km UM simulations for the 2 November
case).

For the other cases, the drag coniinues to increase strongly at all resolutions shown (down to
1km resohtion for the 8 November case, not shown). The relative wave amplitudes produced by
the 4km simulations are given in Table 1, which shows that the drag magnitudes are larger for
cases where the wave amplitudes are larger. These are cases where the jet stream lies directly over

the Alps, producing an increasing southerly (or northerly) wind magnitude with height to a value

) 15 m s-1 near mountain crest level. This suggests that a signiflcant proportioa of the total
drag is produeed by gravity waves in the flow aloft at scales which are not yet well-resolved in the
simulations. To demonsl:aie how the wave amplitudes increase with horizontal model resolution,
data has been extracted from the 8 November simulations along the track shown in Fig. 1(b).
Fig. 3(b) shows that closer grid-spacing captures surface height variability on a wider variety of
scales, with the additign of the smaller scales increasing the height of the mountain peaks and
the depth of the valleys between them. Fig. 3(a) shows the veriical velocities at 1200 UTC at a
height of 5670m along this track at each model resolution. The vertica! velocities exhibit very litile
wave activity for grid-spacings of 12km or longer. At these resolutions, wavelengths shorter tha,n

?2km (6 grid-lengths) will not be, or only very poorly, resolved. As the grid-spacing is reduced
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Figure 2: Resolved surface pressure drag magnitudes, averaged over the region from 5oO to 17oE
and from 43oN to 49oN, plotted against model horizontal resolution on (a) 20 September, (b) 21
October, (c) 25 October, (d) 8 November, (e) 6 November, (f) 2 November and (g) 13 November.

to 4km, significarrt waves are forced by the individuat massifs on scales down to approximately
24km. As the grid-spacing is reduced even further towa,rds 1km, shorter scale $raves down to 6km
are superimposed on the longer scale variations. These shortest waves are forced by individual
mountain peaks and have much la.rger vertical velocity amplitudes. It is likely that the sma,ll
scale wave amplitudes would increase if the grid-spacing was further reduced so thai they are fully
resolved.

4; CONCLUSION

In this papet, seven mountain wave case studies from the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAp)
have been used to investigate the variatio:r in the resolved surface pressure drag due to the Alps
with model horizontal resolution. All three independent modelling systems tell the sa,rne $tory
with regards to the variation of the resolved drag with horizontal resolution. For cases with small
southerly (or nortberly) wind-speeds nea.r mountain crest level (< 10 m s-1), most of the drag was
produced by low-leve1flow splitting around the Alpine barrier and the drags were converging. For
situations where the southerly (or northerly) wind component increased strongly with height due to
the location of the jet-strean directly above the Alps, ihe larger wind-speeds near mouniain crest
level forced much stronger mountain waves in the flow aloft. For such cases, the drag increased
strongly as the grid-spacing was reduced from 12km to 4km. For the 8 November case, the drag
continued to increase as the grid-spacing was reduced further to lkm, suggesting that waves at
scales as small as 6km might play a significant role in lhe momentum budgei.
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Figur-e 3: (a) S November 12:00 verbical velocity time'seric at a height of 5670m from the UM and

{b) Underlying model orography along the tra,nsect shovra in Fig. Lb
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